
PAC meeting January 9 2017  
 
There was no quorum 
 
6:35 
 
Correspondence  
Hampton Little League notice for registration was sent to the PAC and requested to be put in 
school newsletter. Read to review for approval 
 
Administration Report  
 
40 grade 4 and 5 kids signed up for basketball. There will be a mini indoor jamboree and the 
possibility of an outdoor jamboree. It was suggested to have during school hours. Date in Feb 
TBA 
 
Mathmania is back! January 31 6:30-8 pm. Free for all ages, all grades. 
 
Kindergarten registration starts January 23 
 
157 shoebox care kits went to Our Place. Our Place was very pleased and grateful. 
 
Thank you  to the Cronin family for $150 Playground Donation! 
 
Thank you also to Dante Acton, Carter Morrison and Savannah Morrison for raising $16.25 for 
the playground! 
 
The Seniors Tea was a success. Mr Jorgenson expressed thanks for the support. Kids were 
absent due to the weather but Mr Lee pulled together to change the program. It was noted that 
setting up the day before was more relaxing 
 
Foundation skill assessment is coming up. It's a baseline test to see how grades for seven and 
10 are doing. The B CTF does not feel like it is a valid representation of worry child is at 
academically the testing scores are used by the Fraser Institute to rank local schools. 
 
Playground  
 
$92,000 has been raised, there is $15,000 in the pac account. We are hoping for a spring break 
start. We are still in the process of picking a company. We are still hoping for a nature based 
playground and are working with different companies to pick appointment. There will be a 
playground committee meeting next week. 
 
Bottle Drive 



Forms went home with students to return to the school with estimates to how many bottles 
and cans they would be bringing for the bottle drive contest. Flyers have also been sent home 
to distribute. 
 
The Valentines dance is February 9. Chris Synessaal is chairing. Pam will go to Cosco and she 
may contact level ground to see if we can have a donation for coffee. We will have more water 
at this dance than the last. 
 
Movie night is April 28. Pam will coordinate. The suggested movies for movie night are finding 
Dory, secret life of pets, and storks. Families can vote for their pic on the pac website. It was 
suggested to have popcorn and possibly pizza at the event. 
 
Motion to adjourn 7:21 
1st Kim Gailleaux 
2nd Amanda Campbell 


